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ScanPal provides an effective option for packhouses requiring carton scanning. It gives users of our leading
pallet card and packhouse software, LabelPal, the ability to automatically input pallet data into the system and
so print pallet cards with very little effort or errors. It also provides a means for packhouses without TASC
software to check and collate pallet information, as software is available for storing the scanned information in
file formats that can be easily read by non-TASC systems.
ScanPal works by scanning the formatted barcode labels that have already been
printed and applied to the cartons. Validation within the scanner allows for
checking for double scans or mixed materials. Once the pallet has been scanned,
the scanner is returned to a docking station and the information is downloaded for
producing the pallet card.
We recommend the docking approach, as it is quick, simple and a much more
cost-effective method than Radio frequency based alternatives. We have been
using this method in packhouses for 6 years with excellent results. Scanpal allows
scanning of up to 9 pallets at one time, and because the pallet card must be printed
and applied to the pallet anyway, no extra effort is involved.
The scanners used are provided by Symbol, the worlds leading barcode
technology company. The model we recommend is the SPT1800 which is based
on the popular and standardized Palm computing platform. It is a ruggedised
scanner that has been tested to withstand repeated drops from 1.2m.
Within the 6 years we have used the Symbol scanners, the only time one has been
sent for repair, was for one broken screen, and the scanners supplied originally are still doing their job today,
batteries included. They incorporate a high performance laser based state-of-the art scan engine, which means
the SPT range can cope with poorly printed barcodes and sunny scanning conditions. We have tested the
performance of the Symbol scanners along side other majors brands and found the scanning to be both faster
and more reliable. If you are currently using another solution, contact us now for a free demonstration and
compare our solution for yourself.
Comments from a ScanPal User….
Just a quick note to say the scanners you provided for as are working beyond expectation.
Their ability to read labels of different quality is excellent; this has resulted in giving us the ability to reduce
staffing overheads and has provided a piece of mind that all tally of packed product can be captured 100%
correctly.
Our staff has commented that the software is simple to operate.

Gavin Chaplow – United Fruit Packers Limited

For further details or to arrange a demonstration, contact: Phillip Herries,
Phone 06 8786990, Fax 06 8789903
•
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